
Year 3:         Autumn 1 

Link 1:   know how construction machines move 

Share read about construction e.g. ‘Construction site’ by Sian Smith  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience/ names of vegetables/ design brief/ function/  

Using videos, clips and images, explore and identify examples of the different motions of construction machines. 

Discuss how people move soil from one place to another.  

Visit a local building site. 

Design an idea for lifting and moving soil from one place in the school to another.  

Experiment with levers and the positions of fulcrums to experience the mechanical advantage.  

Design and Use levers to lift soil and other mechanisms to transport across the classroom (conveyors, Gondolas etc) 

to understand how the process could work to lift and deposit soil.  

Use research to develop a design criterion to inform the design.  

Plan the order and sequencing of the whole sand movement, timings and amount of sand to be moved.  

Write an explanation/reference book text.  

 

Link 2:   know how sand is used in socnstruction 

Share read about construction e.g. ‘Construction site’ by Sian Smith  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience/ names of vegetables/ design brief/ function/  

Revise how people move soil from one place to another and how different construction machines work and move.  

Explore the uses of sand in construction.  

Concrete mix experiments.  

Design/use formers to create class collaborative sculpture with artistic use of geometric shapes. 

Write an explanation/reference book text. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to find gold flakes 

Share read about construction e.g. ‘Construction site’ by Sian Smith  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience/ names of vegetables/ design brief/ function/  

Revise how people move soil from one place to another and how different construction machines work and move.  

Problem solving: – find the 5 micro golden flakes.   

Research the gold rush and gold panning techniques.  



Discuss values of all materials and importance of being able to recycle or reuse (Demolitions of Old buildings.) 

Consider a way to sieve and sort different sized rocks e.g. sand, pebble, gravel. Research designs of sieves.  

Select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks.  

Select from, and use a wider range of materials and components, including construction materials, textiles and 

ingredients, according to their functional properties.  

Make and use their sieve.  

Evaluate their ideas and products against their own design criteria and consider the views of others to improve their 

work. Write an explanation/reference book text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 3:         Autumn 2 

Link 1:   know how to move large things by rolling on logs 

Share read about the pyramids http://www.historyforkids.net/ancient-egyptian-architecture.html 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience/ names of vegetables/ design brief/ function/  

Learn about the engineering that built the pyramids.  

Try some basic techniques such as rolling a heavy object on logs to get from A to B.  

Evaluate and write about how successful the skills was.  

Write an advertisement. 

 

Link 2:   know how to build a mini pyramid 

Share read about the pyramids  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience/ names of vegetables/ design brief/ function/  

Revise how pyramids were built.  

Using materials, solve the problem of building a pyramid in school (concrete)  

Write an advertisement. 

 

Link 3:   know how to make an annotated drawing 

Share read about the pyramids  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience/ names of vegetables/ design brief/ function/  

Learn about how designers have created different bridges e.g. aqueducts, cantilever bridges etc.  

Learn about designers and their designs e.g. Brunel.  

Make annotated drawings of designs for bridges.  

Model and practise some ideas of a bridge to span 2metre gap and allow a toy vehicle to cross.  

Write an advertisement. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    create a bridge for a purpose 

Share read about the pyramids  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ aerodynamic/ annotated drawing 

http://www.historyforkids.net/ancient-egyptian-architecture.html


Create their design and brief.  

Make their bridge, following their brief carefully and its instructions, testing it and improving it.  

Improve its strength and its stability.  

Test the bridge and evaluate it against the original brief, purpose etc.  

Write an advertisement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 3:         Spring 1 

Link 1:   know what a prism is and why it is strong 

Share read about prisms. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ aerodynamic/ annotated drawing 

Learn about nets for a prism. Investigate how prisms come from folded card to make a net e.g. Toblerone box. 

Consider how appropriate the box is for a Toblerone bar.  

Design and produce a NET for chosen prism.  

Evaluate and try out making nets of 3D shapes ending up with a hexagonal prism.  

Cut, shape accurately to make 3D prisms.  

Draw and annotated an oblique drawing of the hexagonal prism.   

Write a leaflet/brochure entry.  

 

Link 2:   know what a Kaleidoscope is 

Share read about prisms. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ aerodynamic/ annotated drawing 

Research and investigate how kaleidoscopes work.  

Investigate how mirrors can be used to project the image in different ways in a tube.  

Plan the order for their work.  

Cut, shape and join materials together to make a functioning kaleidoscope.  

Evaluate how well they have met the design brief.  

Write a leaflet/brochure entry. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    create an upcycled product using mirrors 

Share read about prisms. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ aerodynamic/ annotated drawing 

Learn about recycling and environmental impact of human behaviour and consumption.  

Research mirrors including those which have been upcycled or re-purposed e.g. a mirror inside an old tennis racket. 

Generate ideas for recycling something to make it into a mirror.  

Make drawings for their designs and annotate.  

Plan materials and an order for making.  

Cut, shape and measure materials to make a new mirror out of recycled materials.  



Evaluate through peer focus groups how well they have met their brief.   

Write a leaflet/brochure entry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 3:         Spring  2 

Link 1:   know how to use sewing stitches 

Share read about ancient Greece. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ aerodynamic/ annotated drawing 

Use research to design a Greek pattern to adorn their mini toga to dress a peg figure.  

Create a design brief based on function/ festival /purpose.  

Identify materials they will need and order for making the figure.  

Revise how to sew and practise some sewing stitches.  

 

Link 2:   know how to make a toga for a peg figure 

Share read about ancient Greece. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ aerodynamic/ annotated drawing 

Revise sewing stitches. 

Learn how to make the toga for their figure and write an explanation about what togas are and what they do.  

Peer Assess and discuss against design brief. 

Follow their design brief carefully.  

Develop and create additions to their mini toga wearing peg figure to improve the toga to meet design brief.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    create a decorated toga for a Greek figure 

Share read about ancient Greece. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ aerodynamic/ annotated drawing 

Revise sewing stitches.  

Learn some new stitches:  

 Back tack - backward stitch(es) to anchor tacking or basting 
 Backstitch - sturdy hand stitch for seams and decoration 

 Blind stitch (or hemstitch) - type of slip stitch used for inconspicuous hem 

 Buttonhole stitch - for reinforcing buttonholes  

 Cross-stitch - usually used for decoration, but may also be used for seams 

 Darning stitch - for repairing holes or worn areas in fabric or knitting 

 Hemstitch (Hemming stitch) - decorative technique for embellishing the hem of clothing or household linens. 

 Pad stitch - secures two or more layers of fabric together and provide firmness 

 Running stitch - hand stitch for seams and gathering 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backstitch
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backstitch
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blind_stitch
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hemstitch
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buttonhole_stitch
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross_stitches
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darning
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hemstitch
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pad_stitch
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Running_stitch


 Tack (UK, also baste or pin) - quick, temporary stitching intended to be removed 

Revise how to make the toga for their figure. 

Looking at Greek decorations, identify patterns for their togas. Learn how to make their figure to look like an 

ancient Greek. 

Make their product. 

Match the product to the original brief.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tack_(sewing)


Year 3:         Summer  1 

Link 1:   know how to use CAD software 

Share read about magnets. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated 

drawing 

Evaluate fridge magnets, how they stick, what they stick to, and the composition of the decoration.  

Generate ideas thinking about the user of the fridge magnet, where it will go etc.  

Create a design brief which meets the needs of the user and the availability of materials.  

Use CAD software to develop Logo/imagery and overall design.  

Evaluate each other’s designs and what they should do to improve their design before they start making.  

 

Link 2:   know how to use magnets to make a fridge magnet 

Share read about magnets. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated 

drawing 

Evaluate fridge magnets, how they stick, what they stick to, and the composition of the decoration.  

Revise their designs.  

Make their fridge magnet design, test it out and identify whether it worked or not and what they should do next 

time.  

Write about the effect of a larger or smaller magnet or larger or smaller base for their design.  

Write a fact file entry/information book.  

 

Link 3:   know what an electromagnet is 

Share read about magnets. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated 

drawing 

Explore electromagnets, describe how they work and the differences between them and standard magnets.  

Make an electromagnet using basic equipment and circuitry.  

Theorise how the magnet could be made stronger (larger iron core, coils,  different voltages.)  

Test the theory and report back to the class via a short presentation and demonstration.  

Write a fact file entry/information book. 



 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    create a design that uses an electromagnet 

Share read about magnets. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated 

drawing 

Learn about magnets used for technology around the world e.g. Maglev train  

https://science.howstuffworks.com/transport/engines-equipment/maglev-train.htm   

Watch videos and look at clips to show how magnets could be used in the future.  

Learn about magnets are used in the world e.g. recycling centres; compasses; 

https://www.tutorvista.com/physics/10-uses-of-magnets  cranes, doors etc.  

Annotate pictures to show how and where magnets are used e.g. around the house.  

Draw their own designs for using magnets in a creative way.  

Write a fact file entry/information book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://science.howstuffworks.com/transport/engines-equipment/maglev-train.htm
https://www.tutorvista.com/physics/10-uses-of-magnets


Year 3:   Summer 2  

Link 1:  know how rockets use thrust to propel into space 

Share read about space.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing 

Look at video clips and images of rockets going to the moon and into space. 

Think about what helps the rocket to rise at a fast pace. 

Understand and learn about thrust and the notion of propulsion. 

Experiment with various forms of propulsions. Combustion, pressurised air, Chemical reactions (Soda/Minto) 

https://howtoadult.com/propulsion-activities-kids-15505.html 

Write a report/recount involving thrust and propulsion 

 

Link 2:  know the idea of propulsion 

Share read about space.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing 

Look at video clips and images of rockets going to the moon and into space. 

Revise what helps the rocket to rise at a fast pace. Revise thrust and the notion of propulsion. 

Play and experiment with propulsion types. 

Observe and record observations in terms of altitudes, speed, noise etc.  

Discuss and write sentences which draw conclusions of most suitable method.  

Discuss the effects that gravity and rocket mass would have on the rocket design and success.  

Write a report/recount.  

 

Link 3:  know the idea of aerodynamics 

Share read about space.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing 

Look at video clips and images of rockets going to the moon and into space. 

Revise what helps the rocket to rise at a fast pace. Revise thrust and the notion of propulsion. 

Look at the shape and make-up of space rockets. Learn the idea of aerodynamics.  

https://howtoadult.com/propulsion-activities-kids-15505.html


Learn about drag and air resistance.  

Experiment with different materials and shapes to create aerodynamic models. Study the Gemini –Apollo rockets 

and look for common themes. Look at film clips of aerodynamics being tested.  

Experiment with air resistance and aerodynamics e.g. running with a ballon/parachute or bag on their backs 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=aerodynamics+experiment&qpvt=aerodynamics+experiment&FORM=VDR

E 

 

Link 4:  know how to use cross-sectional diagrams 

Share read about space.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing 

Look at video clips and images of rockets going to the moon and into space. 

Revise what helps the rocket to rise at a fast pace. Revise thrust and the notion of propulsion. 

Look at the shape and make-up of space rockets. Learn the idea of aerodynamics.  

Understand the idea of cross-sectional and exploded diagrams. 

Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas of how to make a rocket through discussion, annotated 

sketches, cross-sectional and exploded diagrams, prototypes, pattern pieces and computer-aided design.  

Use CAD software (Autodesk/Techsoft) to design rocket fins and additions  

Write a report/recount 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      make a rocket 

Share read about space.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing 

Look at video clips and images of rockets going to the moon and into space. 

Revise what helps the rocket to rise at a fast pace. Revise thrust and the notion of propulsion. 

Look at the shape and make-up of space rockets. Learn the idea of aerodynamics.  

Create and decorate their designs and write an evaluation based on the original design brief. _  

Understand the Design competition, criteria and rules.  

Select from and use a wider range of materials and components, including construction materials.  

Use Computer Aided Design and Computer Aided Manufacture to create rocket body components. (SECONDARY 

DT departments resources and workshop space required)  

Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through discussion, annotated sketches.  

Gain experience/exposure to by studying existing NASA cross-sectional and exploded diagrams, prototypes. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=aerodynamics+experiment&qpvt=aerodynamics+experiment&FORM=VDRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=aerodynamics+experiment&qpvt=aerodynamics+experiment&FORM=VDRE


Testing to be completed using BBC microbits and accelerometer/gyroscope. (Regional competition) Write a 

report/recount. 

 

Bridging project 

Make spheres 

Share read George’s secret key to the universe 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ 

Learn about the shape and size of the planets.  

Learn how to make a sphere (Possibly using Laser cutter and sintering technique) .  

Consider how they could construct a planet from a sphere e.g. using papier-mache, using a sphere net. (Possible 

maths link here looking at scales, radius and circumference)  

Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through discussion, annotated sketches, prototypes, and 

computer-aided design.  

Create their design and make and decorate their final planet.  Write a report/recount. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


